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Hey there! 

My name is Aaron Aarangua and I just wanted to take a quick minute and say hello. 

I know how confusing it can be to hire someone to do a big renovation for your home. So I wanted

to create this short guide to help you better understand the process, as well as what to expect, when

hiring someone to paint your kitchen cabinets.

I started Artisan, a kitchen and bathroom remodel business.

And in the process, I realized that my service is still relatively unknown or not fully understood.

Most people don't know that instead of buying new cabinets, they can have their existing ones

painted and updated.

So I thought, regardless of whether or not I'm the man for your project, you could probably use

this resource to make your life a little easier.

It will answer the common questions I get asked when giving an estimate and thus make you a

more knowledgeable consumer.

And if by the end you think I could help you further, feel free to reach out to me at

facebook.com/ArtisanHomeSolutionsTx.

Aaron Arangua owner of Artisan Home Solutions

Introduction



What Is Kitchen 
Cabinet Refinishing?

Sanitation: Wood is porous, so adding a layer of protective material will prevent bacteria,

food, and grime from getting collected in the wood.

Stabilization: Wood is also hygroscopic, which means it absorbs and releases This can cause

the wood to expand and contract depending on the climate atmosphere. A finish can help

reduce some of that.

Decoration: Even applying a simple finish like oil or wax can add a shine to the wood that

will give it a more robust look.

Let me ask you a question. Is a chair just a chair? In other words, when you go to buy a piece of

furniture like a chair or a table, do you just pick the first one that you see?

Probably not right?

So why is that? I mean, as long as the two chairs are of equal height and size, who cares which one

you pick? Well we both know that it isn't just the functionality of a piece of furniture that is

important, but the also the look and texture.

That beautiful shine, color, and smoothness that you see and feel on a completed piece of furniture

is called the finish.... And the process of its creation is called finishing . 

There are essentially 3 reasons for finishing a wood project. 

1.

2.

3.

So the term refers to the process of changing the finish of a wood project to a different type of

finish. 

And since there are so many types of finishes and techniques, we're just gonna stick to the basics. 



As previously mentioned, finishing is a very complex subject with a lot of chemistry

choices involved. So to keep things easy, we will take a look at the most common

refinishing choices for your kitchen cabinets.

just so we're on the same page (pun intended), let's go over a few terms.

Wood Stain:

Consists of colorants dissolved in a solvent such as, varnish, lacquer, or polyurethane.

It will penetrate into the wood and is thinner than paint. Will also show off more of

the grain than paint will.

Wood paint:

Is actually quite similar to stain in that it consists of colorants, solvent, resin, and

additives. It will not penetrate the wood as deeply as stain and will be more opaque,

which will hide more of the grain. It will also dry into a harder material.

Glaze:

Is a transparent or semi-transparent coating that can be tinted with color. It is applied to an already

stained or painted surface and is used to emphasize the depth texture of a piece. Glaze is often used

to decorate or distress wood projects. 

What Are My Options?



Stained with a clear topcoat

Painted

Top Coat: 

Topcoats are protective as well as decorative. They are clear and are applied over the

bare wood, stain, or paint. There are various types such as lacquer, conversion varnish,

polyurethane, etc.

Ok.... so now that we have gone over the main products used in finishing, let's get back

When you buy a new home or decide to update your existing cabinets, chances are

they are either:

1.

2.

So depending on the finish you already have on your cabinets, you have a few choices

for how to go about changing the look of them.

We will discuss 4 of them!

What Are My Options?
Cont...



Stain to stain: This is tedious and will require the contractor to strip the cabinet down to bare

wood before staining another color.

Stain to paint: Finisher only needs to sand the topcoat in order to prime and paint cabinet.

Does not need to strip down to bare wood.

Paint to stain: Finisher will have to strip paint and get to bare wood in order to apply to

cabinets.

Paint to paint: A light sand is all that is needed followed by primer and paint.

Glaze/Distressing: You can make your cabinets or furniture appear to be aged by distressing

techniques. You can also accent your cabinets with glaze lines.

Refacing: Consists of replacing the doors and drawer fronts and then adding a thin veneer of

either laminate, rigid thermafoils, or wood to the exposed cabinet surfaces. So your essentially

covering your old cabinets with a thin veneer of wood to give them look.

Updating the hardware: You can change the handles and knobs for a different look. Just make

sure that the holes line up with the old ones.

Updating the Doors & Drawer Fronts: doors and drawer fronts can be replaced newer and

more modern looking ones.

Updating The Finish

Here are the options you have for refinishing your cabinets.

What Are My Options?
Cont...



Stain to Darker Stain: though this isn't a cabinet, the process would be the same, you can see what a
difference the darker stain and a fresh coat of clear can do.

Examples?

Stain to Paint: This is the most common refinishing project these days. A lot of people will end up going
this route



For more examples of kitchen and bath refinishing projects, feel free to check out my

gallery.

Project Gallery - www.artisan-home-solutions.com/

Even though the sky is the limit in terms of what you can do with your kitchen and cabinets, most

people end up painting them white.

That doesn't mean you have to. You could paint them any color you'd like. Here are popular

options:

All one color: This is where all the kitchen cabinets, including the island, are the same color. If

you want to play it safe, then this would be your best bet.

Perimeter/Island: This finish will have the perimeter cabinets of the kitchen one color and the

island would be a darker color. This would allow the island to pop and out a bit.

Uppers/Base: can also paint the upper cabinets one color and have the base cabinets be a different

color.

Taking the other colors of your kitchen into consideration will also guide you in your color choice.

This would be things like your walls, countertops, backsplash, etc

To be honest, 9/10 kitchens I paint are white. The second most popular color is a light gray.

But you can paint them whatever color you'd like or have them stained.

What's Popular?



If you want your newly painted kitchen cabinets to look their best, then you are going want them

sprayed. And no, i'm not referring to spray paint or rattle can painting.

I am talking about spraying paint out of an HVLP gun.

This will give you the best look because the paint won't be applied with a brush or roller, but

instead atomized and sprayed out of a gun.

This gives the paint a nice smooth surface void of any brush or roller marks.

But here's the thing...

It is going to require quite a bit of prep work in order to spray all your kitchen cabinets, without

making a big mess.

So the contractor will need a few days to cover your countertops, appliances, floor, and anything

else that won't be painted.

Once this prep work is finished, the actual painting process goes fairly quickly.

The doors and drawer fronts are usually taken off site to be prepped and sprayed, and then brought

back for installation once the kitchen cabinets are painted.

Each contractor will have their own way of doing things and different time frames, but

this would be the ideal method for cabinet painting.

What's the Process?



Most projects can be finished in about 7-12 days. However, turnaround times can vary a bit

depending on a few factors.

Size Of Your Kitchen

Having a bigger kitchen will usually mean that there are more cabinets. And more means more

doors and drawer fronts to paint.

So kitchen size will have an impact on turnaround time.

Choice of Finish

Having your kitchen cabinets painted will take less time than having them stained a different color.

This is due to the prep time involved with staining a different color. The cabinets would

have to be stripped down to bare wood which takes time and quite a bit of elbow grease. 

Whereas with painting, you are just lightly sanding and then priming and painting.

Add Ons

This would include having new doors ordered to replace your old doors etc.

How Long Does 
It Take?



The million dollar question...

Well seeing as how this is custom work, it really does require customized pricing.

Although two jobs might look very similar, clients have different tastes and for their projects.

So having a contractor come see your project to offer you an estimate is really your best bet.

But here is a basic idea for painted kitchens.

Small Kitchen: $1200-2000

This would be a condo sized kitchen without any add ons.

Medium Sized Kitchen: $2000-4000

A kitchen with 10-15 cabinets.

Larger Sized Kitchen: $4000+

A kitchen with 15+ cabinets.

Again, this is just to give you a basic idea. Things like travel time to the project, the

finish, etc, will dictate pricing. So be sure to get an estimate!!!

How Much Does It
Cost?



Well hopefully that gives you a better idea of how to hire a kitchen cabinet

painter for your next project.

This guide should give you enough information to make a more informed

decision.

If you still have questions or would like to schedule an estimate, feel free to

reach out to me on my Facebook Page.

facebook.com/ArtisanHomeSolutionsTx

Aaron Aragua

Artisan Home Solutions

361-212-2481


